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This walk starts either at the Case is Altered, Case Lane, CV35 7JD or the car park of the 

National Trust’s Baddesley Clinton house, B93 0DQ (at time of survey advance booking 

required to park). 

1. Park in the road close to the hedge opposite the Case is Altered, (wide farm vehicles 

pass down this lane). Walk along Case Lane in westerly direction for about 300m and 

look for farm access track on right. Go along track to metal gate with red post box 

attached, go thru farmyard with lots of abandoned vehicles and exit into field. Proceed 

along left-hand field boundary to gap in hedge with kissing gate then along the left-

hand field boundary to metal farm gate. Turn left (ignoring waymarker) along right-

hand field boundary to corner of field and (rickety) stile No. 1. Exit and turn left along 

lane for about 40m and take kissing gate on your right and head for point where two 

field boundary hedges meet. Continue on similar heading following the left-hand field 

boundary to corner of field and exit back onto Case Lane thru a kissing gate and turn 

right. 

2. Walk along Case Lane to Mousley End turning left into Haywood Lane at road junction 

and after about 120m take stile No. 2 on your right, immediately before some farm 

buildings, closely followed by stile No. 3. Follow left-hand boundary to stile No. 4 and 

maintain heading along left-hand hedge and where this turns left walk diagonally left 

down field to footbridge with stiles 5 and 6 at either end. Go half-left across the next 

field to kissing gate, go thru and follow left-hand field boundary to open entranceway 

between fields. Maintain heading aiming for a point mid-way along fence and kissing 

gate into the churchyard of St Laurence, Rowington1. There are benches here for a 

break. Continue up the left-hand edge of the churchyard past the church (on your 

right) then turn right and shortly afterwards half left heading for old yew tree near 

small out building; behind is stile No. 7 that was in a state of disrepair at time of survey. 

3. Follow left-hand field boundary to stile No. 8 in hedge, which was also in need of repair 

at time of survey, then head down along right-hand field boundary to an area that can 

be muddy, continuing along right-hand field boundary. Maintain heading across next 

field with the row of trees on your left to kissing gate then maintain heading across 

next field. Go thru gate and along left-hand field boundary and at corner walk half left 

to kissing gate in hedge ahead2. Follow right-hand field boundary to kissing gate and 

exit onto lane and turn left. Walk along the road for about 500m and immediately 

before Lyons Farm take metal farm gate on your right. Follow well-defined track and 

where track turns left go straight ahead then along left-hand field boundary, thru gate 

and still on this heading to another gate. Maintain heading with slight deviation to left 

 
1 In Tudor times Rowington manor was owned by Catherine Parr, the sixth wife of King Henry VIII of England. 
Possibly the most famous building however is Shakespeare Hall, where a branch of William Shakespeare's family 
is reputed to have lived at the same time that he was alive, and indeed Rowington is specifically mentioned in 
Shakespeare's will. It was rumoured he wrote As You Like It there. 
2 The remaining Rowington Windmill, which has been converted into a residence, can be seen to your right. It 
was originally built in 1785 as a red brick tower mill and is Grade II listed 
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to avoid small copse of trees and go thru another gate into field and follow right-hand 

field boundary to gate and turn right. 

4. If starting from Baddesley Clinton3 you will join from the left after passing thru the 

grounds of St Michael's church. Continue along track and when Haywood Lane is 

reached, cross over and go thru metal farm gate opposite. Go along track to gate into 

Hay Wood, which is managed by Forestry England, turn briefly left then right thru 

centre of wood on well-defined path. After about 500m cross over the forestry access 

track and continue along the path until it nears open farmland, after about a further 

500m, look for gate on your right that takes you towards Wood Corner Farm. Follow 

path half right as defined by farmer (it varies from time to time) until a farm track is 

reached, join this and continue ahead to gate and turn left. Walk along this access road 

until the A4141 is reached, cross over the road taking extreme care and turn right 

along pavement opposite. Continue towards Wroxall for about 670m and just before 

Wren Hall cross back over the road with extreme care to farm gate and stile No. 9 

alongside. Follow farm track for about 550m and when a double row of trees is 

reached on your left follow the nearer row. Aim for the right-hand end of the fence 

ahead, by some trees and a rickety metal gate onto an estate road and go straight 

ahead with a pond on your left. Pass in front of the main entrance to Wroxall Abbey4 

(right) and continue on this heading past tennis courts on your right to a kissing gate. 

Follow right-hand field boundary then on same heading across next field to kissing 

gate. Exit and turn left onto Case Lane for about 100m until the Case is Altered5 is 

reached. Whilst the pub does not serve food you are welcome to bring and eat your 

own on the premises (check opening times at https://www.caseisaltered.com/) whilst 

enjoying one of the beers brewed by the Old Pie Factory brewery. 

 

Iain Wells 10km (6 miles) 9 stiles 

 

 

 

 
3 A moated manor house that probably originated in the 13th century, when large areas of the Forest of Arden 
were cleared for farmland. The house, park and gardens are owned by the National Trust and open to the public. 
4 Wroxall Abbey Estate was built in 1141 by Sir Hugh de Hatton it was a Benedictine Priory for nearly four hundred 
years, finally closing in 1536 at the Dissolution of the Monasteries. Sir Christopher Wren purchased it as a retreat 
just three years after completing his work on St. Paul's Cathedral in 1710. 
5 In the 19th century the owner of the pub, Mercedes Griffith, had a small cottage with a licence to sell beers 
and ales. She made many applications to be able to sell wines and spirits as well, but was always refused on the 
grounds that her premises were too small. Eventually she was able to buy the cottage next door, and so the 
‘case was altered’, and she got her full licence. The road it stands in has also been renamed ‘Case Lane’ after the 
pub. 
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